Get students excited about being part of your class with personalized bulletin board displays!

**Hot Air Balloons**
Cover your bulletin board with light blue paper. Make clouds using cotton balls. Then give each student a balloon template, and encourage students to decorate the balloons with crayons or markers. Write students’ names on the balloons. Attach the balloons to your bulletin board and title the display, “We’re Soaring to Success in _____ Grade!”

**Puzzle Pieces**
Cover your bulletin board with white paper. Print the puzzle piece template onto construction paper in a variety of bright colors. On each puzzle piece, attach a photograph of a student and print the student’s name beneath the photo. Then display the puzzle pieces on a bulletin board titled “Our Class Is a Perfect Fit!”

**Surfboards**
Decorate your bulletin board with light blue paper. Make waves using dark blue paper. Then give each student a surfboard template, and encourage students to decorate their boards with crayons or markers. Write students’ names on their surfboards. Attach the surfboards to your bulletin board and title it “Come Ride the Wave of Success in _____ Grade!”